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For courses in Introductory Sociology   See sociology in everyday life   Society: The Basics  utilizes

a complete theoretical framework and a global perspective to offer students an accessible and

relevant introduction to sociology. John Macionis, author of the best-selling Introductory Sociology

franchise over the last three decades, empowers students to see the world around them through a

sociological lens, helping them to better understand their own lives. Informative as well as engaging,

Society: The Basics will change the way readers see the world, and open the door to a new

perspective and new opportunities. In addition to extensively updated data, the Fourteenth Edition

offers engaging discussions of hot-button contemporary topics such as the increased proliferation of

social media as well as expanded coverage of race, class, and gender.  Also available with

MySocLabÂ®  MySocLab for the Introductory Sociology course extends learning online to engage

students and improve results. Media resources with assignments bring concepts to life, and offer

students opportunities to practice applying what theyâ€™ve learned. Please note: this version of

MySocLab does not include an eText.Â  Society: The Basics, Fourteenth Edition is also available

via REVELâ„¢, an interactive learning environment that enables students to read, practice, and

study in one continuous experience.  Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyLabâ„¢ &

Masteringâ„¢ does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this

title with MyLab & Mastering, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID.

Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information.  If you would like to purchase

both the physical text and MyLab & Mastering, search for: 0134226992 / 9780134226996Â  Society:

The Basics plus MySocLabÂ® for Introductory Sociology â€“ Access Card Package, 14/e Package

consists of:  0134206320Â /Â 9780134206325Â  Society: The Basics, 14/e 0133878104 /

9780133878103Â  MySocLab for Introductory Sociology Access Card
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John J. Macionis was born and raised in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. He earned a bachelorâ€™s

degree from Cornell University and a doctorate in sociology from the University of Pennsylvania. 

John Macionis&#39; publications are wide-ranging, focusing on community life in the United States,

interpersonal intimacy in families, effective teaching, humor, new information technology, and the

importance of global education. In addition, John Macionis and Nijole V. Benokraitis have edited the

best-selling anthology Seeing Ourselves: Classic, Contemporary, and Cross-Cultural Readings in

Sociology. Macionis and Vincent Parrillo have written the leading urban studies text, Cities and

Urban Life (Pearson). Macionisâ€™ most recent textbook is Social Problems (Pearson). John

Macionis is Professor and Distinguished Scholar of Sociology at Kenyon College in Gambier, Ohio,

where he has taught for almost thirty years. During that time, he has chaired the Sociology

Department, directed the collegeâ€™s multidisciplinary program in humane studies, presided over

the campus senate and the collegeâ€™s faculty, and taught sociology to thousands of students. In

2002, the American Sociological Association presented Macionis with the Award for Distinguished

Contributions to Teaching, citing his innovative use of global material as well as the introduction of

new teaching technology in his textbooks. Professor Macionis has been active in academic

programs in other countries, having traveled to some fifty nations. He writes, â€œI am an ambitious

traveler, eager to learn and, through the texts, to share much of what I discover with students, many

of whom know little about the rest of the world. For me, traveling and writing are all dimensions of

teaching. First, and foremost, I am a teacherâ€“a passion for teaching animates everything I do.â€•

At Kenyon, Macionis teaches a number of courses, but his favorite class is Introduction to

Sociology, which he offers every semester. He enjoys extensive contact with students and invites

everyone enrolled in each of his classes to enjoy a home-cooked meal. The Macionis familyâ€“John,

Amy, and children McLean and Whitneyâ€“live on a farm in rural Ohio. In his free time, Macionis

enjoys tennis, swimming, hiking, and playing oldies rock-and-roll (he recently released his first CD).

Macionis is as an environmental activist in the Lake George region of New Yorkâ€™s Adirondack

Mountains, working with a number of organizations, including the Lake George Land Conservancy,

where he serves as president of the board of trustees.

This was the required text for a Sociology 1101 class. The content was both informative and



engaging. The chapters are laid out in a foundational order; each page contains sidebars with

highlighted terms and core concepts. The index is thorough, making it easy to find in the book

whatever it is you might need.You'll only get from a textbook what you're willing to put in, with

regard to critical thinking and study skills, of course, and this book proved truly invaluable. I kept my

copy after term, rather than selling it, and I still reference it regularly when writing papers or

researching world topics.

I passed my Sociology class because of this book! That tells you that this book is very easy to read,

and the book is in pretty good shape. It's used, but it is for a great rent price. I really liked this

textbook because it is durable, and there were no writings that covered up any of the texts which

allowed me to read the textbook perfectly.

Sadly, this edition didn't have some of theories/effects/subjects that I was required to learn for my

class. It may help some, but it did not help me. I was really surprised by the lack of basic terms and

ideas.

I rented this book because it was required for my Sociology 1 course . The explanations of the

sociological perspective are condense and easy to understand. I have enjoyed reading this

textbook.

When attempting to resell this book after I no longer needed it I was informed by the buyer that it is

an inauthentic copy. It does not line up in quality with a real copy of the book.

I needed this book for my sociology class. The book helped me to under society. After I finished it I

handed to my daughter for her to read!

Great option when you're a college student! Seller was very nice!

My daughter was very pleased with this item.
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